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Let E hc a one-to-one continuous map of the real rind separable Hilbert 
space H into the real and separable Hilbert space K, with E having dense range. 
One considers Gaussian cylmder set measures on H defined by weak covnriance 
operators. Such cylinder set measures may be used to induce, through E, 
Gaussian cylinder set measures on K. The result of this paper extends a result 
of Sate: it charncterizes the norm of the spaces K for which the induced 
mensure extends to a probability measure on the Bore1 sets of K. Such e result 
is of interest in the robustness study of signal detection. 
I. INTR~DL~CTION 
This paper is concerned with some prohlems arising in the statistical 
theory of signal detection. 
An observed waveform f!(t), t E [0, T]: is known to be a sample function 
from one of t\vo stochastic processes, each corresponding to a hypothesis 17, , 
i = 0, 1. Irnder H,, it is supposed that a sample function from a “noise” 
process ,V has been observed and, under HI , that {y(t), t E [O, 2’1) is a realiza- 
tion of a “signal-plus-noise” process S + >V. The observer wishes to dis- 
criminate het\veen hypotheses Ho and H, . A complete solution to the problem 
requires that one answer. among others. the following question: Is the 
mathematical model reasonable ? 
The adequacy of the chosen model depends partly on the representation of 
the “noise.” =\ Gaussian “white noise” is often “defined” as a Gaussian 
process whose covariance function is a delta function, the “derivative” of 
the covariance function min(s, t). Since this definition is only “formal,*’ 
in order to deal \vith mathematical objects one has to choose workahle 
definitions. In terms of sample space properties, since the delta function is 
supposed to act as an identity, it is possible to interpret it as the kernel of the 
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identity operator. This is the attitude adopted by authors like Hida [I]. There 
is a drawback to such an approach. Since the identity operator is not trace- 
class, there is no probability measure associated with it. Gross [2, a summaT], 
who was interested in finding an analog of Lebesgue measure for infinite 
dimensional linear spaces, considered this problem, thereby introducing the 
notion of abstract N’iener space. By this he means a triple (i, H. B) where 
i: H- I3 is a continuous injection of the real Hilbert space H into the real 
Banach space B with dense range. The cylinder set measure associated with 
the identity operator I on H and the injection i induces on B a cylinder set 
measure and B is so chosen that this cylinder set measure estends to a 
probability measure. Sato [3] characterized the cases for which B is a Hilbert 
space. He showed that a Hilbertian norm 1.1 on a separable Hilbert space H 
with norm 11 I/ leads to a countably additive extension in the way described 
above if and only if there erists an injective Hilbert-Schmidt operator S on 
H such that [/I] = I] Sh 11 for all h in H. 
There are many ways to obtain a “noise” that in Gaussian but not “white,” 
as many in fact as there are weak covariance operators C; that is, linear, 
bounded, positive, and self-adjoint maps from H to H. The result of this 
paper is a characterization of the Hilbertian norms that permit an estension 
of the Gaussian cylinder set measure induced by C and the appropriate 
injection. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let H be a real and separable Hilbert space with inner product (., .). Also 
let (1zt ,..., /I,,) be a subset of H and let B be an element of B(R”), the Bore1 
sets of the Euclidean space R”. .-I cylinder set C,(h, ,..., k,; B) is defined by 
the formula 
C,(h, ,... 1 II,; B) = (k in H/((l), II,) ,..., (II, /I~)) in B). 
If H, is a finite dimensional subspace of H containing the set (h, ,..., A,), 
then the cylinder is said to be based on Ho . 
The cylinder sets of H form an algebra. which generates the Bore1 sets of H. 
A cylinder set measure m is a set function from the cylinder sets to I, the 
closed unit interval, with the properties 
(a) m(H) = I, 
(b) m restricted to the sigma-algebra of cylinder sets with common and 
fised base space is sigma-additive. 
A cylinder set measure is Gaussian if every linear functional on H is a 
Gaussian random variable with respect to the given cylinder set measure. 
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A weak covariancc operator on H is any linear. bounded, self-adjoint. and 
nonnegative operator in If. 
If C is a Lveak covariance operator on H, the associated zero-mean Gaussian 
cylinder set measure is denoted by mC and defined b\- the relation 
m,(C& . . . . . h,,; B)) = ,l.(B; ((Ch, , I/J):‘.,=,). 
where the right-hand side represents the integral over B of the Gaussian 
density with mean zero and covariance matrix 
((C/l, ! l~,i):l.;=l 
‘The following results will be used implicitly in the sequel and are routine 
consequences of the definitions and standard results in Hilbert space theory. 
L~nrnr.~ I. Ij.f: Rri + R is Bore1 measurable and ;fg: H ---, R is defined 6)s 
g(h) =f((h, h,) ,..., (h, h,,)). then 
1 g(h) (fm&h) = 1 f(aj dS(.v: ((c’hi , h,))2i=, I. 
‘H - R” 
LEnrnr.% 2. Let [., .] be another inner product on H with norm lI.1. Denote 
bv K the completion qf H with respect to 1.1 and b! E the natural injection of H 
into K. Il’hat~follot~s concerns E as a mapjrom (H, 11 ~1) to (K, 1.1). 
If the norm 8.1 is weaker than the norm I/ 11 , then E is an injectizle bounded 
linear map from H to A- with dense range and K is a real and separable, Hilbert 
space with inner product [., .I,,, satisiving the relation 
[Eh, Eh’], = [/I. h’] for allh. h’ in H. 
In the sequel we write [Eh, Eh& = [Eh, Eh’]. 
LEnrnr.\ 3. Let H and K be real and separable Hilbert spaces with respective 
inrwr products ( , )? [.. .I, and norms 11 . /j , 1.1 . Let E be a continuous linear 
injection of H into Ii with dense range. For H, A-, E with the above properties 
we write “the triple (H, K, E).” 
(a) E’, the adjoint of E. exists and is defined by the relation (h, E’k) = 
[Eh, k], for h in H and k in K. E ’ is a bounded linear transformation from K to 
H whose domain is K. 
(b) E’ is injective. 
(c) E” = E and (E-l)’ = (E’)-‘. 
(d) E = I’(E’E)l ?, I-: H + K unitar~~. .-l/so 1”E = (E’E)‘,’ and 
E’(- = (E’E)l “. 
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3. EXTENSION OF G.~USSIAN CYLINDER SET RIEASURE~ 
C\‘e start by considering the triple (H, K, E) and a weak covariance 
operator C on H, defining a Gaussian cylinder set measure m, mC and E 
determine a Gaussian cylinder set measure nrc’ on K. \fe suppose nJc’ 
extends to a Gaussian probability measure .I/, on K. \Ve wish to give the 
necessary properties of the norm II.1 on E(H). 
First we need one more lemma. 
LEiWU.4 4. The ?rotations and dejinitions are as above. rnc’ = mc . E-’ and 
([., k,] ,..., [., R,]) is distributed, with respect to q.‘, .V(T; ((CE’ki , E’k,)):‘;=,). 
PROPOSITION 1. The notatiolzs and dejinitions are as above. W’e add the 
assumption that C is injective. Then there exists a self-adjoint Hilbert-Schmidt 
operator S o)l H and a bouncfed linear estension T qf .‘3Y1 ‘~1 to H such that 
[Ehl = /( Th 11 . 
Proqf. \Ve will not suppose C injective until stated for further use. 
By definition E,,,=([., k,] [s, k,]) = [CR, , k,], some covariance c (i.e., 
weak covariance + trace class). By Lemma 4, the left-hand side is also 
equal to (CE’R, , E’k,). Thus we get the equalities 
[Ck, , k,] = [ECE’R, ) k,]. [Pk] = 11 C’.“E’k 1) , c = ECE’. 
NOM’ let (ea , n in A’*) be the orthonormal set of eigenvectors of c belonging 
to the nonnull eigenvalues -4, . They span the range of c. Define fn = 
-4-l “C’/?E’ II e, . If HO is the closure of the range of C in H, it can be checked 
that the family (fn, n in I\!“) forms a complete orthonormal set in HO. 
Let S = xi;,, =Ii”fn $f,, , withf,, ‘+fJh) = (.f, , /z)ffl . .S thus defined 
is a bounded, self-adjoint, and compact operator. It is also Hilbert-Schmidt, 
and, because of the choice of the -&‘s, strictly positive on H,, , with range 
dense in it. The following equality also holds.. 
C&‘J,UE’k = Cl?E’cl:‘“k, 
\Ve now suppose C injective. To obtain the result we must observe that 
cl!* has dense range, that C+/*J is well defined on range (CVE’) and that the 
closure of the latter is H. So 
[Ehj = sup(l(E’P2s, k)l , s in K, 1) C”“E’.r 11 < 1) 
= sup(l(C-l’L.S(C’flE’.r), h)J , .v in K, 11 Cl!fE’x jl < I). 
But jl C-1!25’(C1~2E’.r)lI :< ]] E’ /[ 11 fYE’.r 11 , which is valid on H. Thus 
w9,'s;/r-2. 
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Cm1 ‘S is a bounded operator. T = (C1’“.S)’ exists. is hounded, end I, 
defined on H. It is also an estension of SC’- 1 :. The result thus follows. I 
Remurks. It can be checked that T has dense range, that T = I-(T’T)’ ‘?, 
1. is unitat-!-. E’E = T’T. c?E = EC’T’T. E’CE = T’.S”‘T, and t?E m: 
EC’ ‘T. 
Proqt. LTse the polar decomposition. 1 
COROLLARY 1. If'e hm~: T = II-E, .U x II’ECI :. c? = II”s”II’. 
Remark. The unitary operators I’, I, II- so far introduced are related as 
follo\vs: II’C’ = r-. 
C'OROLL.\RY 2. range(C’ ‘) = E(range(P ‘)). 
,l’otatiorr. \\‘e will need the following notations. 
H, is the closure ot‘ the ranges of C and Cl’“, 
Hz is the kernel of C and Cl,‘. 
r(;; and K, are defined similarly for the operator C. 
LEKliXt.4 5. If' c is not UII i?IjfdiO?l, we still have Kl = closure in A- of 
E(HJ 
Prooj. One successively checks that E(range(P ‘)) is a subset of Kl , 
that the closure in K of E(H,) is a subset of K, . and finally that this inclusion 
is an equality. 1 
Now define C, to be the restriction of C to H, . Then Cl is an injective 
weak co\-ariance operator on H, . 
THEOREM I. Gizlen are a triple (H, K, E) and II weak covarianre operator C’ 
on H. mc is the zero-mean, Gaussian qlinder set measure associated with C. 
m,’ the one induced on K bv m, and E. Suppose mn,’ estends to a Gaussian 
probabilit~~ measure on K, MC . Then there exist a Hilbert-Schmidt operator S, 
on H, and a bounded linear operator T, , extending S,C’-lv2 to H, . such that, 
iIEh] =(I T/~I~.forhinH,. 
Proof. As before, ci denotes the covariance of .\I,. 
Let P, be the projection on H, , 0, the projection on K, Define 
mc ’ = mc . P;’ and m;! = mc’ 0;‘. K, is a Bore1 set in K. so B(K,) = 
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K, n B(K). So, by restriction of AI,, we get a measure JZ,’ on B(KJ, which 
is a probability measure, since :IZ,(K,) = 1. 
It can be checked that 31, is an extension of m’l and that the latter is the 
cylinder set measure induced on K, by the restriction E, of E to HI and b! 
wcl. So, by Proposition I, it suflices to show that mcl is the Gaussian cylinder 
set measure associated wirh c’, on H, . But this is eas! to check. i 
\\‘e turn now to the converse of the previous theorem. \\‘e consider an 
operator Tin H, bounded. linear and injective, and form a new inner product 
on H by setting [., .] = (T/l, Th’). The resulting norm is weaker than the 
original one, and thus the completion K of H with respect to thti new norm 
yields a real and separable Hilbert space. The identification map E of H as a 
dense vector subspace of K is then a bounded linear injection with dense 
range. 
L~nrnr.+ 6. Let T be a bounded linear injection with dense range (on H). 
Dqfine K as abozqe. Then for fixed II in H, there is a k in K such that lkl = I/ h 1) 
and (h, T/I’) = [k, Eh’], for all II’ in H. 
Proof. T’ is a bounded linear injection with dense range. Thus any lr is 
the limit of a sequence T’lr,, . The k we seek is obtained as a limit in K of the 
sequence ETh,, . 1 
LE~IA 7. lf T is as in Lemma 6 and (Ee, , II in N) I= E(H) is a complete 
orthonormal set for A-, then (Te, , n in ,1’) is a complete orthonormal set for H. 
Proof. The result follows immediately from Lemma 6 and definitions. 1 
PROPOSITION 3. Let mc be the zero-mean Gaussian cylinder set measure 
determined by the injective zlleak cwariance operator C. Let S be a Hilbert- 
Schmidt self-adjoint operator on H such that SC-‘1’ has a bounded linear 
inje&e extension T to H. Let K be the completion of H with respect to 
[hj 2 I/ Th 11 . Then the c$inder set measure mc’ = mc . E-l extends to a 
probabilit! measure on the Bore1 sets of K. 
Proof. U’e can suppose that C is not trace-class. \Yith respect to m,‘, 
[., k] has a normal distribution, with mean zero and variance (CE’A, E’k). 
Thus 
F(k) 5 1; exp(i[s, k]) dmc’(s) = esp( - i(CE’k, E’k)j 
= exp( - j[ECE’k, k]) 
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is a continuous function on ii. But we have, b!- the change of variable 
formula 
F(EIr) = I’ esp(i[E.v. E/r]) dmc(J’) == esp- &(CT’Th. T’TIf)) 
-H 
= rsp( - fl[EC’ ‘Thl]‘). 
\\‘e alsn point out for further use the equalit! 
11 STh 1’ = [EW’ThI]. (1) 
Consider now a complete orthonormal set for R, (Ee, , I& in ;V) 1; E(H). S is 
injective and self-adjoint, so it has dense range. Thus, since S = TCt:‘, T 
has also dense range, and by Lemma 7. (Te, , n in .V) is a complete ortho- 
normal set in H. But S is also Hilbert-Schmidt. So ~~=, ;I S(Te,)ll’ C’ 2-a. 
and, using (I), ~~=, [EC~“TC,]~ .:. x8. 
Define B, an operator on K, by the relation BEe,2 = EC”.“Te,~ . Extend B 
linearly to the manifold generated b!- the Ee,‘s and then to K, , the span of 
the Ee,,‘s. by continuity. For k in K, L let Bk = 8. B is Hilbert-Schmidt. 
F continuous on K implies F(Eh) = exp(- *[BEhI”) on the dense set 
E(H) and B being Hilbert-Schmidt is enough to give the conclusinn of the 
proposition. 1 
The notations and detinitions in the following statement are those pre- 
ceding Theorem 1. 
THEoREnl 2. Let mc be thr zero-mean Gaussian glhnder set measure deter- 
mined b! the weak co~~ariuru-e operator C on H. Let S, be u self-adjoint Hilbert- 
Yrhmidt operator- irr HI such that S,C;“” has (1 bounded injectizTe e.t tettsion 
T, to H, . Let he, be the completion of H, with respect to the norm [h] = I/ T,h 11 
Let K be the direct sum of li, and Hz Let E = (,E, ) id,, ), with E, the em- 
beddin: oj H, into heI Define m,’ = m, E-l. 
Then mc’ ertends to a probabilit! measure on h’. 
Proof. On HI define the cylinder set measure IQ = mtt.c . P;‘. nC has 
weak covariance C, . Let p/c’ == trC . E;‘. n,’ extends to a probability measure 
.\; on K, (Proposition 3). Let D be its covariance operator. Define e on K 
by the relation 
c(k”‘. h’“‘) = (Dk”‘, tj), 
k’l’ in A, ( I+?) in Hz , P the null element of H. (? is well defined on K and it 
is a covariance operator. Thus t? determines a probability measure on K, sal 
.lIc It is a routine calculation to check that -II, is the required extension of 
mc . I 
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Remark. \\hen C is not trace-class, Mc(E(H)) = 0. 
Fact. Suppose C is an injective weak covariance and let us carry out the 
procedure described in Proposition 3. Let Mc be the e.xtended measure 
thus obtained and let C be its covariance operator. Also let T be the operator 
involved. Proposition 1 now tells us that there is an operator p such that 
(T/f, T/z’) = (p/r, T/I’). It can be shown that in fact T = T. This fact is useful 
in applications, since it implies there is no need to distinguish between the 
two situations encountered. 
EI.4RIPt.E. To see n-hat the procedure described involves, it is useful to 
look at a very simple esample. 
Let S be a set and j,,: A’+ R be such that xr’:=, jn2(x) < x8. Let 
H = ( js(x) = & s, jJ.v), s = (s,,) in /J and on H define the inner product 
us !fJ = zL:El &A = (St th.. * Then H is a real and separable reproducing 
kernel Hilbert space with reproducing kernel 
Consider the weak covariance (CjJ (x) = xr=, r,s, j.(x), u-here r,, :.- 0, 
bounded and I:=, Ye = ~8. .A Hilbert-Schmidt operator S is defined 
similarly, with the r,,‘s replaced by S,,‘S which are in I2 . For SC’ ” to have a 
bounded extension, it is necessary that 1 S,, 1 < rr!;*, for some constant c, 
independent of n. It then turns out that [Cjn ,jJ = SnJ/r, < ~31,~. Thus C 
is obtained by “erasing” the effect of the initial operator sufficiently to 
obtain a trace-class one ! 
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